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201-261-6500
Call for Quick QUALITY Service!

One of three ORs at a medical facility in
Englewood that QMS helped design and
build.

A residential dual boiler system in
Cresskill that QMS retrofitted and built.

Look how we have grown! We started out in 2005 as a new
company with a relatively small customer base, and in six short years
we have increased our customer base by 200%, and added to our
staff by 300%. We then doubled our service fleet, which is soon to be
tripled. Our customer base goes from an average (1 bathroom)
residence to large (8-12 bathrooms) multi-wing mansions, large
commercial buildings such as entertainment facilities, medical and
surgical centers and Federal buildings. We have done new
construction including assisting in the design and construction of a
medical/surgical suite with 3 operating rooms; design and
construction of water and waste systems for Laundromats along with
potable water protection and waste disposal systems. We also design
and install new kitchens and bathrooms.
With regard to heating equipment, we service and install
everything from regular heating systems, steam, hot water or hot air
all the way up to large commercial boilers. We are factory trained on
high efficiency computerized boilers that are 98% energy efficient.
Our company tries to be as green as possible. We install and service
small air conditioning equipment all the way up to large 50 ton
commercial chillers (residential chillers too!). We offer high energy
efficient green systems in our air conditioning line-up also. We are a
one stop shop for all the mechanical systems (heating, air
conditioning, plumbing and building automation) in your home or
facility.

We are a company big enough to tackle large commercial projects but small enough
to give all our customers, whether residential or commercial, the
attention and care they deserve. From new construction and system
installations to fixing that annoying dripping faucet, QMS does it all.

A row of washers at a Laundromat in New
Milford where QMS was responsible for all
the plumbing and HVAC.

QMS does everything from the projects
seen above to fixing that dripping faucet
in your home.

I am back 100% full time. Following major back surgery and
two knee surgeries, it has been a long road to recovery, and
thankfully I am at the end of that road. So if in the last few years I
have not been there for you, please give us another shot. You will not
be disappointed, we will take care of your problem. Quality is the
name of the company and that is what I will deliver. To help ensure
this, I do not just hire anyone to be added to the management of
QMS. I have added my son, Scott and a close family friend, Andrew
who I know can both be trusted. I believe our service and knowledge
base in the field can be second to none. We are continuously taking
new courses and training on the latest equipment. We are here for
you. I started in this business over 40 years ago and have worked in
all phases of it. I have been asked by many manufactures to go out
and troubleshoot a problem that no one has been able to solve, and to
date have never left any unsolved. We have also opened another
company, Quality Mechanical Consulting, LLC, to help your project
planning and development needs.

Like us on Facebook — facebook.com/qmsnj and check out new website www.qmsnj.com
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